West Chester University of Pennsylvania’s Department of Chemistry invites applicants for the position of a Biochemist at the tenure-track Assistant Professor level beginning Fall of 2022. Join a vibrant campus community whose excellence is reflected in its diversity and student success. The Department of Chemistry is ACS-approved and has an excellent reputation of providing the highest quality of chemical education to undergraduate students at a State-school price. We seek others who share our commitment and mission.

A Ph.D. in Biochemistry or Chemistry is required (must successfully defend by June 1, 2022). Applicants must demonstrate a strong background in Biochemistry through academic training and productive active research. Preferred qualifications include undergraduate or graduate level teaching experience, curricular development experience, and grant writing experience. Applicants will submit a letter of interest, CV, undergraduate and graduate transcripts, a statement of teaching philosophy, and a statement of research interests to the WCU NeoGov system [http://agency.governmentjobs.com/wcupa/default.cfm](http://agency.governmentjobs.com/wcupa/default.cfm). Application should be submitted by 11/1/2021. Applications arriving after this date will only be considered in exceptional circumstances. Three letters of recommendation will be requested from select applicants after initial screening. If necessary, candidates will be remotely interviewed. Successful candidates will be invited to the Department where they will interview with the Chemistry Faculty and the College Dean. For complete details and requirements, see the application link above. West Chester University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Women, minorities, veterans, and persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

For questions, contact Monica Joshi, Professor of Chemistry, at [mjoshi@wcupa.edu](mailto:mjoshi@wcupa.edu)